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 in 1949, when Macdon was founded, harry truman was president and the launch of 

sputnik was still eight years away. While much has changed over the last 60 years in the 

agricultural industry, the virtues of delivering a quality product at a fair price haven’t.  

nor have the primary attributes that farmers seek in their equipment. productivity, reliability, 

durability, convenience and comfort; these remain the attributes upon which a machine’s 

quality and value are judged – attributes that have been Macdon’s passionate pursuit for the 

last six decades. ultimately, our goal has not been to just advance harvesting technology but 

also to improve the lives of farmers by making harvesting faster, more comfortable and less 

stressful. this was the inspiration behind Macdon’s introduction of the self-propelled swather 

in the 1950s, as it was our latest generation of equipment that includes M series Windrowers 

with dual direction™ and our revolutionary flexdraper® technology which is changing the 

way soybeans and other valuable crops are being harvested. 

developing the world’s best harvesting machinery has always been a collaborative process, 

and Macdon remains grateful to its many dealers, suppliers, industry partners and, most 

importantly, its customers for their ideas, support and commitment over these past  

60 years. from all of us at Macdon, thank you. We couldn’t have done it without you.

thank You for helpinG us advance 
harvestinG technoloGY.
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 the land around the battlefords in 

northwestern saskatchewan is considered 

some of the province’s most scenic. in 

summer the picturesque landscape of the 

north saskatchewan river valley becomes a 

dreamy patchwork of golden wheat and canola 

fields set amongst green stands of trees and 

steeply rolling hills. travelers rushing through 

on the nearby Yellowhead highway, on their 

way between saskatoon and edmonton, can’t 

help but drive a little slower to make the 

panorama last. unfortunately, what is 

breathtaking to the eye can represent  

a real challenge to the farmer.

“i don’t know what the grade would be,”  

says henry rumpf about the hills on his  

15,000 acres of land about 15 miles (24 km) 

west of the town. “but, let me put it this way,  

if you were riding with me you’d probably 

need an extra pair of pants.”

MakinG  
the Grade.

saskatcheWan’s 
ruMpf faMilY  
Makes their  
lives easier  
With Macdon 
products.

Continued
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henry farms this land, which has been in the 

family for 35 years, with three of his four sons 

perry, Mark and allan (son, Wayne, handles  

the farm’s trucking). their land is not all hills – 

they have some flat fields too – but it is the hills 

which are the defining factor when it comes to 

making equipment choices. in a place where 

the average size of header is 25 and 30 foot, it 

was quite a surprise to some of their neighbors 

when the rumpf’s decided on three new 

Macdon 40 foot d60 draper headers for their 

john deere 9870 combines. the rumpf’s also 

picked up two of Macdon’s higher-powered 

M200 Windrowers for their swathing needs, 

saying that the ability to run the same headers 

on them was also a big selling factor.

“they can’t believe that we can run 40 feet in 

our hills, and do the job that we’re doing,” says 

rumpf who adds that he too was surprised 

with how his d60s performed.  

in an especially heavy wheat crop – “if you 

believe me, we averaged 50 bushels across

7,000 acres” – he was able to cut at about  

4.5 Mph (7.2 km/h) with the new d60s,  

about 1 Mph (1.6 km/h) faster than with his 

previous 36 foot headers on john deere 9780s. 

in 33 bushel canola – “we had some hail 

damage” – he was even faster picking up  

the swaths, about 6 Mph (9.6 km/h). rumpf 

says that some of that increase in speed  

was expected because of the newer, larger 

combines, but much was also due to the 

excellent feeding qualities of his d60s, which 

makes it easier for the combine’s thresher  

to run at peak efficiency, and thus achieve 

maximum ground speed for the crop and 

terrain conditions.

“oh yeah, you can feed the combine all it 

needs. i could just go faster.”

in addition to the feeding, rumpf and his sons 

have found a number of other things to love 

about their d60s. one thing in particular is  

the d60’s high responsive spring flotation 

system and improved cutterbar, which 

together almost eliminated “digging” in their 

terrain. another is the d60’s self-contained 

transport system, which allows them to quickly 

detach the header and tow it behind the 

combine when moving from field to field – 

eliminating the need for an extra person  

and a flatbed.

“We’ve got something like a 25 mile (40 km) 

drive between our fields, and it’s through town. 

so it’s nice being able to hook the header 

behind the combine and away you go.”

makinG the GraDe.

The new D60 features a much larger 
opening, allowing it to more easily 
handle larger volume crops.

The Rumpfs left to right: Wayne, Allan, Henry, Perry, Mark. 
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the new d60s also shine when swathing. he 

says that he and his sons were very pleased 

with their ability to lay a smooth, lump free 

swath in a challenging canola crop. they 

report that the d60’s bigger opening in  

the back tube area and windrower height 

clearance is partly responsible for this, as it 

allows them to push a lot of material through 

and still maintain an even windrow. 

“We can go faster with the d60s and still  

leave a nice swath. i mean we don’t even  

have shears on the end to divide the canola, 

and they work just as good as our old headers 

with dividers.”

the rumpfs also love the math of their two 40 

foot d60s. With them they’ve gone from four 

swathers to two, and are still finishing faster.

“We were running two 25 foots and two 30 

foots, and now we are doing the same amount 

of acres with these two 40 foots. We’re doing  

it quicker now with 80 feet than the 110 feet.”

in addition to the better cutting and crop 

handling abilities of the d60, part of the 

productivity increase must be attributed  

to the two Macdon M200 Windrowers that 

they are mounted on. 

“We’ve never had anything like them… lots of 

power. We were also really impressed with how 

quiet they were and comfortable to run.” 

not only did these two powerful 213 hp units 

have no trouble pushing the 40 foot headers 

over the hills through the heavy wheat and 

downed canola crops, they did so without 

hardly a hiccup or protest.

“We ran them the whole season, cutting  

8,000 acres without stopping for anything.  

for new tractor units and headers to run all  

those acres and with nothing going wrong, 

well that’s pretty good. some guys around 

here had all kinds of problems with their 

swathers last fall; they couldn’t get it cut  

or get the canvasses to drive properly. the 

competitive ones were giving lots of problems. 

there was one guy who had to get it custom 

cut because he couldn’t get it done.” 

the disparity in performance didn’t  

go unnoticed. 

“that guy who had to get it custom cut came 

and talked to us about our Macdons. Well, 

now he’s got two Macdons himself.”

“theY can’t believe that We can run  
40 feet in our hills, and do the job  
that We’re doinG.”
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 for many years now, as combine 

harvesting capacity has increased, 

farmers have not been able to fully 

capitalize on that increased capacity due to  

the crop handling limitations of their headers. 

but now, all that has changed with Macdon’s 

introduction of its new 45' fd70 flexdraper® – 

a flex header whose harvesting capacity is 

greater than most class 9 combines. 

When Macdon first introduced the flexdraper®, 

it represented a true breakthrough in flex 

header technology. since then, a number of 

manufacturers have tried to imitate Macdon’s 

flexdraper® concept, but none have been able 

to match the performance or efficiency of 

Macdon’s patented design. its unique three-

section flex frame, when combined with 

Macdon’s advanced draper technology, offers 

balanced floating action plus comparable flex 

range to competitive sized flex auger headers. 

now, with the release of the 45' version, farmers 

will finally be able to push their combines to 

their harvesting limits in a wide range of crops 

including soybeans, edible beans and all cereals.

a key advantage of the 45' (13.7 m) fd70 

flexdraper’s unique flexing action is that it 

allows the header to maintain a consistently 

close relationship between the knife and the 

reel, even in maximum flex. this is in contrast 

to conventional flex headers where the flex 

action can prevent proper reel tine contact 

with the crop, which in turn can cause 

bunching and plugging. the result is the  

most flexible header yet with wing float  

and flex capabilities that greatly exceed  

the performance range of flexible cutterbars 

on conventional flex headers. additionally,  

the fd70 can also perform as a rigid header  

by locking together the flexdraper’s three 

sections, giving operators the best of  

both worlds. 

the flexdraper’s productivity boost comes 

from the fact that it is a flex draper, rather than 

a flex auger. because it is a draper, crop 

feeding into the combine’s feeder house is 

much smoother with much less bunching and 

plugging. this allows the combine’s threshing 

mechanism to operate much more efficiently,  

a difference that will allow most operators to 

increase their ground speed significantly 

compared to an equivalent sized flex auger 

head, or move up in header width.

another important feature is Macdon’s highly 

effective float system that employs coil springs 

to provide exceptional lateral and vertical 

flotation over rolling and uneven terrain.  

this action is enhanced with Macdon’s  

auto header height control system (float 

optimizer), which allows the header to 

automatically adjust flotation to ground 

conditions, eliminating the need for the 

operator to make constant adjustments. 

combine this with the reel’s ability to gently 

lift the crop like a comb before cutting, as  

well as Macdon’s patented c-shaped cutterbar 

(which allows cutting at ground level), and  

Macdon leapfroGs 
coMbine capacitY.

capacitY of neW 
45' header noW 
Greater than 
Most coMbines.

“farMers Will 
finallY be able  
to push their 
coMbines to their 
harvestinG liMits.”
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introducing  
4½ stories  
of soybean 
harvesting  
greatness.
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Macdon’s new 45'  
flexdraper® – likely  

one more story  
than your current  

flex head.

Macdon’s flexdraper® is available  
in 30' (9.1 m), 35' (10.7 m),  

40' (12.2 m) and 45' (13.7 m) sizes.

you have a header that cuts cleaner with less 

loss, especially in crop that is downed, lodged  

or tangled.

the fd70 is available for most current model 

combines (class 6 up to class 9). for producers 

requiring a smaller header than the 45' (13.7 m) 

model, Macdon’s flexdraper® is also available in 

30' (9.1 m), 35' (10.7 m) and 40' (12.2 m) sizes.

producers anxious to find out more about  

the fd70 will have an opportunity to see it in 

action during Macdon’s cut across america 

tour. the tour will feature Macdon’s next 

generation of harvesting equipment, and  

will start in california and arizona in March,  

to be followed by new Mexico, texas and 

oklahoma. in 2010 the tour will then follow 

the harvest northward as crops become 

available to be cut, and will eventually include 

canadian locations. in total, farmers in 28 

states and provinces will have a chance to see 

and drive the new equipment before the tour 

ends. producers are encouraged to visit 

macdon.com to find out details about 

showings in their areas.
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biG header, biG paYoff. 
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“daddy, is it really that  

big? that’s twice as tall  

as our house.”

that’s what illinois farmer Greg bigham recalls 

his nine year old son Grant asking after his son 

placed a recent Macdon ad on their fridge.  

the ad (see page 7) shows Macdon’s new 45 

foot fd70 flexdraper® on its end with a six foot 

man standing next to it. seen side by side like 

this a viewer gets a new appreciation for just 

how wide Macdon’s latest flex head is; in fact it 

is the world’s first flex draper head to ever be 

this wide.

bigham admits that even he was taken aback  

a little seeing the ad, despite having one of the 

45' giants on his farm and being familiar with 

their size. 

“from a distance they don’t seem that wide, 

but when you get up close you realize just how 

big they are,” said bigham.

Greg bigham farms 11,000 acres of corn, 

soybeans and wheat with his brother roy allen 

and 10 full and part-time employees near the 

town of vergennes, illinois, about 70 miles 

southeast of st. louis.  

altogether, the brothers own two 40' and  

one 45' fd70s, all mounted on john deere 

9870 combines.

the 2009 harvest marked the bigham’s third 

year with Macdon flexdrapers. Greg says  

he and his brother were first sold on the 

flexdraper® concept after seeing a demo of  

the header in soybeans. one of the first things 

that really impressed the brothers about the

fd70s was the opportunity to go wider – an 

important feature given the fact that their farm 

has grown rapidly in recent years and they are 

always looking for ways to be more productive.

before buying the Macdon flexdrapers the 

bighams had been harvesting with combines 

mounted with 30' conventional auger flex 

heads, but they knew that they had to  

go bigger. 

“When we switched to these big john deere 

combines you couldn’t get a 40' conventional 

flex head like you could with the flexdraper®. 

our philosophy was to maximize the capacity 

of our combines and the fd70s made  

that possible.”

but going wider wasn’t the only flexdraper® 

advantage that impressed the bighams. More 

important than the width was the opportunity 

to reduce bean loss when harvesting their 

6,000 acres of soybeans. 

“before, on our conventional heads, the  

drum grabbed the beans to bring them to the 

middle, it would spin and crush them, and that 

always popped some pods open. We always 

had a lot of beans lying on the sickle where  

the sections cut the beans off the ground. We 

could also hear a lot of beans coming off the 

drum head and hitting the windshield of the 

combine when the beans were dry.”

bigham figures that conventional auger flex head 

design was leaving a lot of beans in the field, 

something that they could improve on with the 

gentler handling properties of a flexdraper®.

“We heard that there would be less loss with 

the Macdon flexdraper® head, and that’s 

exactly what we’ve experienced. as you’re 

cutting through the field, you can stop the 

machine and look out at the side, and pull the 

chaff back, and measure the amount of 

soybeans that are laying on the ground.  

there is very little of that with the fd70.  

also, we don’t have beans hitting the 

windshield anymore so we know that there  

are not any beans being lost like with an  

auger head. in comparison, the flexdraper® 

cuts the beans and lays them on the belt  

and brings them to the middle without 

thrashing them.”

and that feature alone is likely putting big 

dollars in the bigham’s pockets.

“our thought is if we can save one bushel an 

acre on 6,000 acres, that’s 6,000 bushels at 

$10 a bushel, or $60,000 a year. even though 

we haven’t measured it, i think it’s likely that 

we are doing at least that.”

“our thouGht is if We can save one 
bushel an acre on 6,000 acres … 
that’s $60,000 a Year.”

Macdon’s 45' fd70 
flexdraper® paYs biG 
dividends for  
illinois farMer.

Continued
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another feature the bigham’s like is the 

hydraulic header tilt, which they are finding  

a big help under some conditions.

“When it is really dry you can tilt the header 

back. this is really nice in our double crop 

beans at night when the dew prevents  

the heads from sliding easily. When that 

happens we just tip the headers back and 

they seem to slide better.” 

they also appreciate the header’s flotation, 

which performs quite well considering  

the size of the header. Macdon’s use of coil leaf 

springs on the ca20 combine adapter helps 

make the header significantly more responsive 

to ground variations than conventional auger 

heads with hydraulic flotation.

“i tell people that it’s like a rag doll almost; 

when you pick it up its got springs that 

make it bounce when you let it down it’s  

just floating along there. We’re pretty  

happy with that.”

all in all, bigham says that they’re very 

pleased with their move to Macdon 

flexdrapers (they’ll likely trade in their 40 

footers for 45s in the future), and it’s been  

a move that hasn’t gone unnoticed in their 

area. like with most large farms, other 

farmers look to see what is working for  

them and often follow their lead. 

“as far as how the fd70 compares with  

the competition, i haven’t seen a lot of 

competition on the market. We were one of 

the first in the area to buy them, and now 

there have been a number of others who 

have bought them since. one dealer even 

said that a customer of his told him that if 

they were good enough for the bigham’s, 

then they were good enough for him.”

biG heaDer, biG Payoff.

“We heard that 
there Would  
be less loss at  
the head, and 
that’s exactlY 
What We’ve 
experienced.”

 ross dickins has spent the past decade 

refining the art of windrowing canola. 

What started as a contract job, 

windrowing the odd crop in the riverina, has 

now become a serious business that's seen 

ross, his wife prue and four children up sticks 

from berrigan in nsW and move to Willaura  

in western victoria.

“i had been contract windrowing in the 

Western district for about 10 years and last 

year i was offered full-time employment on  

a property at Willaura,” ross said. “We moved 

in april but still do the contract windrowing, 

both in victoria and the riverina.”

ross uses a Macdon M150 self-propelled 

windrower for the canola work. he  

also windrows some cereals for dairy 

customers and has cut oats and straw  

for the export market. according to ross,  

the Macdon does an excellent job. the  

M150 is ross’s fifth Macdon and he said  

it now came standard with many features  

that had previously been optional extras.

“the past two years have seen a massive 

change in the design of the Macdons,” ross 

said. “the current models are bi-directional, 

with an operator console that rotates within 

the cabin. they are hydrostatic drive and the 

controls are pretty much all electronics over 

hydraulics, which allows excellent and precise 

adjustment of the machine to suit the crop. 

they are very quiet and comfortable to work  

in as well.”

ross bought the self-propelled windrower 

through Western plains Motors, rokewood, 

owned by anton parrot. ross said anton did  

Greg Bigham and his 
brother Roy Allen farm 
11,000 acres of corn, 
soybeans and wheat.

WinninG 
Macdon 
WindroWer
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a good job of servicing and supporting the 

windrower and was very knowledgeable about 

the intricacies of the Macdon.

“the M150 is the second Macdon i have 

bought through anton,” ross said. “in fact, 

another berrigan contractor, frank brooks, and 

i both bought an M150 through anton at the 

same time last year.“

ross said frank was one of a small group of 

windrowing contractors from the riverina 

which he worked with each year to ensure 

crops were cut and windrowed efficiently.

“as a group we help each other out and it really 

increases our output,” ross said. ”We share 

parts and labour and it provides much better 

reliability for the customer.”

each Macdon can use a variety of cutting 

fronts and ross has a 10 m wide draper belt 

Macdon d60. the draper belts act like two 

large conveyors that feed the crop evenly into 

the centre of the front, before the crop runs 

through a conditioner and is fed out toward 

the rear of the machine in a windrow. the 

optional conditioner can be used to help dry 

hay quicker. 

ross said. “it’s virtually the same as driving  

a modern, high-capacity harvester.”

but a harvester cannot drive in both directions 

like the Macdon can. in “reverse”, when  

the driver is looking over the bonnet of the 

windrower, the top speed is 38 km/h, which is 

suitable for road travel. in the forward-facing 

or work position, where the driver is looking 

over the reel, the top speed is 24 km/h.

frank brooks’ Macdon uses a 6 m front. it is 

used for cutting cereals for hay and he has 

fitted an optional side-delivery conveyor, so 

the windrow can be thrown out to one side. 

that means two windrows can be placed into 

one to make a densely packed, well-formed 

windrow. ross said making the windrow neat 

and firm was extremely important as the crop 

was typically left in the windrow to dry for up 

to two weeks.

“When it’s left on the ground for that long,  

the windrow has to be well made so it's not 

susceptible to the elements,” ross said.  

“and the Macdon certainly does a good job  

of that. that’s where the ability to fine tune  

the machine through the joystick comes into 

its own.”

a self-propelled WindroWer is provinG a Winner  
in the riverina and Western victoria, australia.

“theY are verY quiet and  
coMfortable to Work in.”

Frank Brooks and  
his children Joseph  
and Isabella

M150 Windrower 
with D60 Header

by Mark saunders, reprinted courtesy of the Weekly times, weeklytimes.com.au, october 14, 2009
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Len Ferré’s many hats – in addition to his  
farming responsibilities, Len is a full time  
Engineer for MacDon, where he worked on  
the design of MacDon hay products before 
becoming the company’s Team Leader of 
Production. Len says that MacDon equipment  
has done all of the cutting on their farm for  
the last 30 years. For windrowing they currently  
run a MacDon built 9352 with 972 draper  
header, while on their Case 9120 combine  
they run with a new MacDon D60 draper  
header with CA20 combine adapter.

Len Ferré:  
Team Leader

Len Ferré: 
Farmer
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 When most farmers set out to buy 

new equipment, they typically  

talk to their dealers, friends and 

neighbours, or do research on the internet. 

few, however, have the additional benefit  

that len ferré has – the opportunity to  

speak directly with the designers of the 

equipment itself. 

he can do this thanks to his job; as Macdon’s 

product engineering Manager for current 

products he has the opportunity to meet with 

Macdon’s product engineers and Managers 

everyday. this allows him to ask them 

questions about both Macdon’s and 

competitors’ equipment.

he also has an excellent understanding of  

the design process as he was also the team 

leader for the design of Macdon’s a series hay 

products. as you might guess, this relationship 

with Macdon’s design teams has proven to be 

an important advantage. len and his twin 

brother lionel (who’s background is computer 

technology), operate a farm together near  

st. francois xavier, Manitoba, a short drive 

west of Winnipeg where Macdon’s primary 

manufacturing facility is located. 

enGineer bY daY, 
farMer bY niGht. 

len ferré’s 
farM benefits 
froM his 
Macdon 
connections.

Continued

Len Ferré:  
ProduCT engineer
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beneficial relationshiP.

“When my brother and i are making equipment 

choices, i am able to bring to the table all of 

the knowledge that i have from my work here 

at Macdon,” said len. “it’s a benefit not just 

knowing the product and how it compares to 

the competition, but also having a chance to 

hear the stories of many producers and custom 

cutters who have tested and used the Macdon 

product. hearing their positive reports about 

how the equipment has performed for them – 

well that just gives you more confidence in 

your purchase decision.”

the ferré brothers farm a total of 1,600 acres 

of wheat, oats, flax and canola on land that 

they have worked since 1976, the same year 

len started working with Macdon. both 

brothers maintain full time jobs (lionel is  

an information technology specialist with 

Manitoba hydro) that keep them away from 

the farm for a good portion of the week.  

as such, most work is relegated to evenings, 

weekends and even vacations. 

When it comes to buying equipment, len says 

that he and his brother go through the exact 

same thought processes other farmers do 

when deciding on new equipment, and 

consider such factors as price, reliability, 

maintenance, productivity and resale value.  

of these, he says that reliability and 

maintenance are paramount given that both 

he and his brother have full time jobs and 

typically don’t have the same amount of time 

to put into their equipment that other farmers 

might have.

“our Macdon 9352 windrower has been one  

of the most reliable pieces of equipment that 

we have owned, and it is performance like that 

that keeps us coming back to Macdon. While 

there is no expectation for us to run Macdon 

equipment from the company, and we always 

make our decision based on what is the best fit 

for our operation, it just so happens that the 

best fit for us has always been Macdon for the 

last 30 years.”

his brother lionel concurs. “reliability  

has never been an issue with our Macdon 

equipment. to be honest we’ve never had  

any issue with any of our Macdon equipment 

and the various models have all been  

very reliable.”

lionel agrees that it has been an advantage  

for their farm to have someone on the inside  

at Macdon.

“it is a great benefit to have someone who has 

direct contact with the design team who can 

talk to them regarding questions we might  

have and then bring that information back,”  

said lionel. “from my perspective i’ve always  

been able to go along with what len would 

recommend because i know he knows the 

products well, and how reliable they are.”   

but the benefits of having len working for 

Macdon go both ways, and Macdon has also 

benefited from having an engineer in its employ 

who also works a successful farm. as with other 

Macdon employees who also run farms, len is 

sometimes able to provide Macdon with design 

As MacDon’s Team Leader of Production, 
Len Ferré ensures that things go smoothly 

on MacDon’s production lines.

Twin brothers Len and Lionel Ferré 
have been able to successfully farm 
1,600 acres for more than 30 years, 

despite both also holding full time jobs. 
“It’s a good partnership and we kind  

of divvy up the work,” says Len.
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ideas and product feedback that can be very 

valuable to Macdon design engineers. 

“as an engineer you can test, test and test, but 

some things only show up over prolonged use,” 

says len. “sitting in the machine for 12 hours 

gives you a chance to notice things that our 

design people might not normally notice. for 

example you might notice the importance of leg 

room and the ability to stretch your legs out.”

len also says that when you regularly service 

and work equipment you appreciate the 

farmer’s perspective on things like oil and filter 

changes or mistakes a farmer might make with 

new equipment.

“it’s like putting on a different hat when 

viewing it from the farmer’s perspective. 

an engineer without farm experience might 

not appreciate the assumptions a farmer might 

make when using a new piece of equipment – 

assumptions that can result in damage to the 

unit or less than optimum performance. but 

having worked on a farm i think i understand 

better how a farmer thinks and how to design 

equipment so that it is easier for a farmer to 

learn and use.”

len says that it is insights and feedback from 

farmer-employees like him that have helped 

Macdon’s product designers to design more 

intuitive, more reliable, easier to service and 

lower maintenance equipment – equipment 

that some of the employees themselves know 

that they will likely end up using.

“it’s very interesting to be able to work on the 

design of a product and then go out on the 

weekend and drive the equipment that you 

have worked on. i get a lot of personal 

satisfaction from that.”

“havinG Worked 
on a farM i think  
i understand 
better hoW a 
farMer thinks.”

 few need their arms twisted to make a trip to florida in january. but this winter there is 

added incentive to visit the sunshine state, as orlando’s orange county convention 

center will play host to aG connect expo 2010, january 13-15. if you are involved  

in the agricultural industry – be it a producer, a dealer, a manufacturer or a supplier – this is  

the one show you should not miss in 2010. like climbing the main mast on a sailing ship to 

improve your vision of the seas ahead, aG connect expo 2010 will provide you with your 

best view of the latest industry innovations, products, services and technologies. You may  

also receive glimpses of what lays just over the horizon.

expected to attract many thousands of industry professionals in its first year, aG connect is 

designed to become the premier agricultural show for north and south america. it will feature 

approximately 700 equipment, crop protection, seed, fertilizer and allied industry exhibitors. 

Most, if not all, of the major players will be present including Macdon. 

charlie o’brien, aeM vice president agricultural services, says that in addition to having access 

to the exhibitors, participants will also have access to information on some of agriculture’s most 

important business management issues. internationally recognized speakers will address topics 

such as high-tech farming, safe equipment operation, alternative fuels, alternative energy 

sources, general management issues for efficiency and issues pertinent to family-run businesses.

“research reveals that producers and other industry professionals really want more substantive 

discussions with industry leaders and to learn more about how agriculture around the world 

will affect their businesses,” said charlie o’brien. “this is exactly what ag connect is designed 

to do.”

readers of performance Magazine are encouraged to attend this important event. for more 

information, please visit agconnect.com.

a shoW You can’t Miss.
aG connect expo 2010 Will feature latest,  
best in Global aG industrY.
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 twenty-three miles per hour (37 km/h) with 

header attached – no other windrowers in 

their class can claim such speed on the 

highway and still provide confident steering 

control of the unit. but the time saving 

transportation advantages of Macdon’s M150 

and M200 Windrowers don’t stop there. they 

are also the only windrowers on the road that 

can self-tow their own headers when needed, 

using either Macdon’s self-contained transport 

package or a specially designed trailer (also  

at speeds up to 23 Mph). that’s right – no  

need for a second person with a truck or  

tractor when moving a header between fields. 

together, these two features make Macdon  

M series dual direction™ windrowers the fastest, 

most efficient, on the market when getting to 

and from the field, or between fields.

“With farms getting larger, we saw years ago  

that highway speed would be very important 

when we set out to design our next generation 

of windrowers,” said richard kirkby, a product 

Manager for Macdon. “the need for more 

speed is not just about productivity and 

convenience, it also has a lot to do with  

quality of life. larger farms translate into  

more responsibilities for the average farmer. 

Getting to and from the field ultimately  

means more quality time with the family.”

according to kirkby, when designing Macdon’s 

new windrowers the company’s engineers 

realized that a dramatic leap forward in speed 

would require a complete rethinking of 

conventional windrower design. this is because 

conventional windrowers trade maneuverability 

the reinvention of speed.
to lead the pack, Macdon broke froM the pack.

All of a sudden, speed is 
everything. Now farmers 
don’t just need speed in  
the field, but between their 
fields as well. With farm  
sizes increasing, the distances 
between home and the field 
are greater, and time spent 
on the highway is wasted 
productivity.
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in the field for speed and control on the 

highway. When driving a conventional 

windrower on the highway it’s like trying to 

drive a car backwards at high speed – the 

windrower’s traction drive steering makes 

things a bit twitchy at speeds higher than  

14 or 15 Mph (22.5 or 24 km/h).

Macdon’s approach to steering machines  

at higher speeds is completely different, and 

required a complete turn-around in thinking – 

literally. the solution was to make  

the front the back by rotating the operator’s 

station 180 degrees and drive on the highway 

with the engine forward (Macdon’s patented 

dual direction™ technology). this move 

instantly changes the relationship between  

the castering wheels (which are now in front) 

and the machine’s center of gravity, giving the 

windrower handling characteristics much  

closer to a car or tractor. as a result, operators 

find it much easier to control the windrower  

at high speeds. 

“the advantage of the dual direction™ approach  

is instantly felt the first time you test drive an  

M series dual direction™ windrower at top 

speed,” said kirkby. “there’s none of the 

weaving from side to side or tendency to jump 

off line when you hit a bump in the road. rather, 

the windrower wants to follow a straight path 

forward. it’s much less stressful for the operator.”

When designing the M series windrower, 

Macdon engineers also anticipated the recent 

trend to wider headers due to the need to  

put more material in each windrow to meet  

the need of today’s larger combines and  

forage harvesters. 

“GettinG to and froM the field 
ultiMatelY Means More qualitY  
tiMe With the faMilY.”

Continued
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now it is not uncommon to see windrowers 

mounting 35 foot (10.7 m) – even 40 foot  

(12.2 m) – draper headers up front. Wide 

headers may be great in the field, but they are  

a challenge on the highway and when moving 

the windrowers over bridges, through gates or 

through narrow passages. up to now the only 

option has been to detach the header and tow  

it behind a truck or tractor separately.

Macdon engineers gave M series operators two 

options for transporting the header. the first 

option is to self-tow using a self-contained slow 

speed transportation package. this package, 

which can be used with all M series windrowers, 

allows operators to detach the header, convert  

it to transport mode and hitch or unhitch  

the header in less than ten minutes. the 

self-contained slow speed transportation 

package can also be used to tow a Macdon 

draper header behind a combine or another 

power source, such as a pickup or tractor at  

slow speed (use of weight box required when 

towing with a self-propelled windrower). the 

transporter package can also direct tow on lift 

arms of a self-propelled windrower at normal 

legal highway speeds. the second option is to 

self-tow the header behind the windrower using 

a stand-alone transporter.  

this transporter is available in different versions 

for different headers, and can be used for M150 

and M200 units only. for more information  

on these transport options, please consult  

your Macdon dealer for the best solution  

for your operation.

“it was a design objective from the outset to  

tow the draper behind the swather, as we knew 

what a huge advantage it would be to allow  

the operator to complete the transport by 

themselves without assistance of another person 

and vehicle. i think that farmers will love the 

time that this will save them, and the flexibility  

it will add to their operations.”

important: before towing, please consult with 

local traffic regulations to ensure compliance.

the reinvention of sPeeD.

Deploy left hand 
stabilizer/transport 
wheels

1

Deploy right hand 
stabilizer/transport 
wheels

2

Insert hitch,  
remove  
windrower

3

Attach  
weight  
box

4

Attach hitch to  
weight box, rotate 
operator station  
from field to  
highway mode

5

hoW to toW a header
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trademarks of products are the marks of their respective manufacturers and/or distributors. Mf12269 printed in canada 11/2009 part #147554

“We are gaining 30% in overall 
productivity and we probably picked 
ourselves up a couple days a month.”
Brad SChnoor, Chowchilla, Ca – owns four m150 Windrowers  
with a40-d auger headers

macDon owners are talking…  
read and watch what they are saying.  
visit Producers corner and macDon tv 
at macdon.com.

reD hot 
savinGs 
noW on!


